Psychology 360, Introduction to Organizational Psychology
Writing Assignment I
Objective
This assignment has three goals.  First, we want you to gain experience in looking at familiar organizational settings from the perspective of an organizational psychologist.  Second, we want you to practice translating your observations about organizations into research questions that can be used to frame searches of the organizational psychological literature.  And finally, we want you to learn how to conduct a computerized literature search and to critically evaluate the results of a search to identify books and journal articles that are relevant to your research questions.  
Homework tasks
1. During the first section meeting you will be assigned into a three-person group.  Your group will be given a specific organizational site to study and one topic in organizational psychology to examine at that site.  Topics include:
a) Leadership, or how superiors motivate and direct subordinates
b) Communication, or the amount and style of interaction in an organization
c) Work-related attitudes, or how people feel about their jobs
d) Gender bias, or the presence and strength of discrimination based on sex
Your data will consist of unobtrusive observations.  That is, between the first and second section meetings your group must spend a minimum of 30 minutes gathering information at your site -- without disturbing normal operations and without bothering employees or members of your target organization.  For example, to observe leadership at a fast food restaurant you might order something to eat and then sit at a table that allows you to watch how the restaurant’s manager supervises the servers.  
2. Prior to the second section meeting your group must meet to discuss the observations you’ve made of your organizational site.  Based on your observations you must formulate a research question relevant to your site and to your topic.  For instance, if you observed a bank and your topic was work-related attitudes, one question might be: Does the behavior of tellers toward customers indicate the tellers’ level of job satisfaction?  Using your group’s research question you must generate a list of three or more “key words” that could be used in a computerized literature search to identify journal articles relevant to your group’s research question.  Key words associated with the bank teller question might be: job satisfaction, banks, customers, and employees.  Once your group has a question and a list of key words, make eleven copies of your question and key words for distribution to your GSI and the other groups in your section at the second section meeting.  
3. Prior to the third section meeting, each member of your group must individually use MIRLYN, the University of Michigan’s on-line library catalog, to conduct a computerized literature search using your group’s list of key words.  You will be given instruction on how to do literature searches during the second section meeting.  You must identify three journal articles pertinent to your topic through the literature search.  At the fourth section meeting you will hand in these three references and a three sentence statement explaining the relevance of each reference to your group’s research question.  Note: You do not need to actually find or read the articles to complete this part of the assignment.  
Using MIRLYN
1. MIRLYN is the name of the University of Michigan’s on-line library catalog.  It can be accessed from dedicated terminals in the graduate or undergraduate libraries, from the campus computing sites using Macintosh or Windows computers, and from your own computer via a modem connection.  Information about connecting to MIRLYN will be provided during the second section meeting.  
2. Figure 1 shows the first MIRLYN screen which gives you the option of searching “MCAT” or “Indexes.”  To search for journal articles select Indexes and then select a specific database.  
                     University of Michigan Libraries                     V027
                           DATABASE SELECTION MENU

 You may search the databases listed below and on the next screens. Type FOR
 or press <F8> to move forward to the next screen.  To select a database, enter its abbreviated name and press <ENTER>.  To leave MIRLYN, type STOP <ENTER>.

    MCAT         UMich Online Catalog
    FLNT         UMich-Flint Catalog

    REMOTE       Online Catalogs from libraries outside of UMich

    INDEXES      Indexes and databases such as WILS, PSYC, etc.
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  HELp             Select a database label from above     <F8>  FORward
                   NEWs  (Library System News)


 Database Selection:

Figure 1
3. Figure 2 shows the list of specific databases available under Indexes.  For example, since you are interested in the index for psychology articles you would select the database called “PSYC.”  Because PSYC requires a special sign-on authorization, you should be prepared to enter your social security number and your last name to verify that you are allowed to use PSYC.  
                      University of Michigan Libraries                     V027
                           DATABASE SELECTION MENU

 You may search the databases listed below and on the next screens. Type FOR
 or press <F8> to move forward to the next screen.  To select a database, enter
 its abbreviated name and press <ENTER>.  To leave MIRLYN, type STOP <ENTER>.

   *WILS         Wilson Indexes to Journal Articles
   *PSYC         PsycINFO (American Psychological Assoc.)
   *NNID         National Newspaper Index
   *ENGN         Compendex*Plus (Engineering Information,Inc.)
   *PHYS         INSPEC: Physics
   *PAIS         Public Affairs Information Service
   *MATH         MathSci Database (AMS)
   *AMOF         A Matter of Fact
    AFRI         Africana (NWU)
   *MLAB         Modern Language Association Bibliography
                                          * Databases that require Sign-On.
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4. Figure 3 shows that once you have selected PSYC you have the option to search by author, title, subject, or keyword.  In this exercise you will be most interested in searching by keyword, since you have already generated a list of key words.  
                                           PsycINFO (American Psyc
                                                   Introduction
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------
                           INTRODUCTION TO PsycINFO

 PsycINFO is a database produced by the American Psychological Association.
 The database includes 988,688 references, most with abstracts, to the
 international serial literature in psychology and related fields.  The
 database covers the period from 1967 to the present.

                   ENTER NEWS FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PSYC.

 SEARCH options:                     COMMANDS
            To search by  TITLE:              t=
                          AUTHOR:             a=
                          SUBJECT:            s=
                          KEYWORD:            k=
 USERS FAMILIAR WITH MIRLYN MAY ENTER A SEARCH REQUEST ON ANY SCREEN.
 ------------------------------------------------  Page 1 of 1  --------
                    Enter search command
                    NEWs


 NEXT COMMAND:
Figure 3
5. To search by keyword, you type “k=”followed by single key words or combinations of key words.  Simple key word searches will give you too many books or journals.  For example, Figure 4 shows that the search “k=job satisfaction” turned up 7,764 articles -- too many for you to evaluate.  
Search Request: K=JOB SATISFACTION                      PsycINFO (American Psyc
 Search Results: 7764 Entries Found                               Keyword Index
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------
        DATE  TITLE:                                      AUTHOR:
     1  1995  Prospective dynamics of intoxication in th  Newcomb, Michael D
     2  1995  Acute effects of cigarette smoking withdra  Sommese, Teresa
     3  1995  Impact of family-supportive work variables  Thomas, Linda Thiede
     4  1995  A longitudinal study of the effects of une  Wanberg, Connie R
     5  1995  Organizational experiences and propensity   Rosin, Hazel
     6  1995  Personality similarity and work-related ou  Day, David V
     7  1995  Attributions, cognitions, and coping style  Norman, Paul
     8  1995  Psychological resiliency in the public sec  Rush, Michael C
     9  1995  Objective and subjective work monotony: Ef  Melamed, Samuel
    10  1995  Off-task behaviours and outcomes: An explo  Ilgen, Daniel R
    11  1995  Team-member exchange under team and tradit  Seers, Anson
    12  1995  Uncertainty amidst change: The impact of p  Nelson, Adrian
    13  1995  Learning from Japanese transplants and Ame  Rhody, Jim D
    14  1995  Estilos de vida y habitos de salud: Estruc  Ferreres, Adoracion
 ----------------------------------------  CONTINUED on next page  ----
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 HELp
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 NEXT COMMAND:

Figure 4
6. To narrow searches you can combine key words.  For instance, Figure 5 shows that the following search “k=job satisfaction and banks” turned up a more manageable list of 16 articles.  That is, by using the connecting phrase and you asked MIRLYN to produce a list of only those references that contained both the words “job satisfaction” and the word “banks.”  
Search Request: K=JOB SATISFACTION AND BANKS            PsycINFO (American Psyc
 Search Results: 16 Entries Found                                 Keyword Index
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------
        DATE  TITLE:                                      AUTHOR:
     1  1987  A comparative study of job satisfaction le  Porwal, Anupam
     2  1987  Intercultural perceptions in United States  Omens, Alan E
     3  1986  ""Sex'' as a factor in job satisfaction     Pratap, Swarn
     4  1986  Mapping bank employee perceptions of organ  Sekaran, Uma
     5  1986  The job characteristics model in Hong Kong  Birnbaum, Phil
     6  1985  Organizational structure of multinational   Birnbaum, Phil
     7  1985  Train right or don't train at all           Napier, Nancy 
     8  1984  Testing employee motivation based on Herzb  Sithiphand, Ch
     9  1983  Job involvement and need satisfaction of b  Pathak, R. D
    10  1983  Organizational citizenship behavior: Its n  Smith, C. Ann
    11  1983  Job satisfaction among bank employees       Singh, Janak G
    12  1983  Market and organizational influences on ba  Green, Stephen 
    13  1983  Factors related to career aspirations of n  Williams, Alla
    14  1978  An examination of the relationships among   Banks, Gary N
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7. The results of each MIRLYN search will be displayed as a numbered list of books or articles.  To see more details about each list entry, enter the number of the entry.  In PSYC entering a list number will produce the publication data and a 100 word abstract for each article.  Figure 6 shows the detailed listing for item 1 from Figure 5.  
Search Request: K=JOB SATISFACTION AND BANKS        PsycINFO (American Psyc
 (c)Amer.Psyc.Assoc. 1 of 16 Entries Found                       Brief View
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------
 AUTHOR(S):      Porwal, Anupam

 AUTHOR AFFILIATION:
                 SRK Coll, Firozabad, India

 TITLE:   A comparative study of job satisfaction level of employees of
          nationalised and non-nationalised banks.

 SOURCE:    Asian Journal of Psychology & Education  1987 Jul Vol 19(4)
            23-26

 SUBJECT TERMS:  INDIA; JOB SATISFACTION; BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL PERSONNEL;
                   CLERICAL PERSONNEL; MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL; ADULTHOOD

 ABSTRACT:  Investigated job satisfaction among 100 officers and clerks of
 ------------------------------------------------  + Page 1 of 2  ------
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